CLASS INFORMATION
YOUNG ARTISTS OF TOMORROW - 8-12 years
Our Young Artists program seeks to give students a rounded experience of a variety of art processes
that will enrich and expand their knowledge of art and ability to make it. Each term is divided into a
number of units.
The following is the program for the next term:

TERM ONE 2019
UNIT ONE:

DRAWING ANCIENT MYTHS AND LEGENDS

Using a range of drawing materials and approaches, students will explore the narratives of ancient
mythology and the artistic elements that make the amazing pictures that depict these archetypal
images. Students in this unit will learn how to draw complete images, shade and compose while
deepening their knowledge of the mythological world of gods and goddesses.

UNIT TWO:

FRIDA KAHLO PORTRAITS AND FRAMES

Students will explore the life and art of the incredible Frida Kahlo. Not only will the young artists
explore Kahlo’s distinctive portraiture style they will also create their own frame in the iconic
decorative style of the Mexican artist. This class will teach students about colour, personal content
and decorative elements to create a vibrant and relevant work of art.
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UNIT THREE:

ABSTRACT STILL LIFE

Beginning with the traditional artistic practice of Still Life drawing our young artists will expanding
their drawings to unique and colourful abstract paintings inspired by the great artists such as Matisse,
Van Gogh and Picasso. Students will learn about composition, drawing and the breaking of images
into shapes to create strong visual planes that are engaging and creative.

IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER:
Please ensure that your child wears old clothes and shoes to class, as paints and other materials may
stain clothing. We take no responsibility for damaged school uniforms.
We encourage you to bring your child into the studio at the commencement of each class and to pick
them up from the studio at the end of each class.
A signed parental permission letter will be required for staff to allow them to wait outside of the
studio during pick up time.
Please also read our terms and conditions page for more information.
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